Complete the worksheet. Use choose the correct verb.

1) I would invent a watch that would _______________ time.
   a) glide       b) freeze       c) eat

2) I would invent a car that would _______________ on water.
   a) float       b) clean        c) drink

3) I would invent a robot that would _______________ my bedroom.
   a) clean       b) float        c) dirty

4) I would invent a time machine that would _______________ me to any place.
   a) glide       b) transport    c) draw

5) I would invent a rocket that would _______________ into outer-space.
   a) sink        b) soar         c) sit

6) I would invent a skateboard that would _______________ above the ground.
   a) glide       b) crash        c) sleep

7) I would invent a watch that would _______________ me back in time.
   a) throw       b) take         c) consume

8) I would invent a pen that would _______________ my homework, whilst I talked.
   a) write       b) drift        c) pick

9) I would invent an oven that would _______________ food in ten seconds.
   a) burn        b) cook         c) fly